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Scorer 

Your job is to score the Dressage Tests and the Combined Tests. 

• Runners will bring the tests to you (tell them what tray to put them in) 

 

• Before scoring the test, you should: 

o Check test sheet to see that all 

movements and collective marks have a 

score. 

o Look for red “error” which might be 

written as -2 in among comments. 

o Check that the judge has signed the 

test and initialed any changes on the 

marks. 

o If there is a missing mark or the judge 

has not signed the test it must be sent 

back to the judge to be corrected. 

 

 

 

 

• Look for signature from the judge---if none 

then send it back 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Missing mark 
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• You should be in the Scoring section on StartBox.  If not, ask the Show 

Secretary to get you there. 

DRESSAGE TESTS: 
 

• Click on “Enter Scores at C” on the Class you are scoring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Click on the “Enter Marks” Box 
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This will bring up the boxes where you enter the scores for each 

movement.  

In the Error Box you enter the total error deductions (2 for the first error 

and 4 if there are two errors).  It will appear as a – (minus) beside the 

box. 

Only enter the number the scribe has written—do not multiple it by the 

co-effiecent – the computer will do that! 

If the Rider is eliminated, withdrawn, etc. follow the directions on the 

scoring module. 

Hit the SAVE button. 

This returns you to the previous screen where you select “Place 

Division”. This will place the Division for you.  If you get a tie you break it 

by looking at the collective marks and the one with the higher marks is 

the winner.  The other competitor comes in next.  If the collective marks are a tie then it remains a tie.  

For the Combined Test, the tie breaker is the one closest to the optimum stadium time.  If that is a tie, 

it remains a tie. You manually change the placings to reflect the tie breakers. 

Save the results and return back to the previous screen where you will select “Print Results”.  You will 

make 3 copies.  One copy you post on the score board outside the office, the second copy is the record 

for the Show Secretary that you place in the designated slot in the basket and the third copy goes with 

the tests to the Awards Person. 

Fold the tests and mark on the front the placing for that rider (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.). Arrange the scored 

tests for each class in sequence, highest percentage scores on top. Give the tests to the Awards person 

who will give out the tests and the ribbons and any prizes that go with the classes. There should be a 

colored folder that is marked for the tests you have completed for you to use to give to the Awards 

person. 
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COMBINED TEST 

The Combined Test is scored for the Dressage portion as above.  The results will be penalty points. If 

they are not coming up as penalty points check with the Show Secretary---she needs to correct that in 

the system. 

Print out the results but DO NOT GIVE OUT THE TESTS. The  Dressage tests are not given out until the 

Combined Test is done which is after the jumping (stadium) portion is scored. 

To score the jumping, you go to the Scoring page and select “Show Jumping” instead of Dressage. 

Select “Enter Scores” 

You will enter the Jump Pen. (Jump Penalties) from the Stadium Score sheet for that rider if there are 

any.  

For the “Time Exceeding” enter   ________________        . Then hit “Submit Scores”.  

Place Division and Print the Results. (3 copies) 

Mark the tests and give them to the Awards person. 

Post the results on the Score Board. 

The Scorer should not show or discuss a test with a parent, friend or trainer/coach nor show or return 

a test to a rider until after the class is placed and posted. Similarly, the Scorer should not repeat 

anything that is written on a test to anyone. The comments on the tests are confidential. Once class is 

placed tests can be handed back to competitors.  

Each show is different so check with show management before giving tests back to anyone who wants 

them before the class is completed. 

At the end of the show, give the Show Secretary the copies of the score sheets. 

 

 

 


